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Colossal Mithril Elbow Pads

It grants you Endurance + 450, Mentality + 330

Colossal Mithril Knee Pads

It grants you Endurance + 450, Mentality + 330

Colossal Mithril Helm

It grants you Endurance + 550, Mentality + 420

Colossal Mithril Breastplate

It grants you Endurance + 600, Mentality + 450

Even though Leon had to create a set for everyone, the job hadn't been that
difficult . If anything, creating the same things over and over again only
helped Leon to become more skilled in creating equipment . Besides, the
sweets status points he obtained by leveling up his skills could also be treated
as a payment .



Congratulations! The skill Magic Blacksmith has leveled up .
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. . .

"Satisfied with them?" Leon asked .

"Yes," Alurelle answered . "Mithril will certainly endure the attack of light

magic, but the increase of our endurance and mentality will also help a lot
since we won't be able to block every single attack . "

"I hate to use all those pieces of armor," Ismenria said . "However, they are
surprisingly light… just like our weapons . "

"This color doesn't suit me," Ivolaer frowned . "Why do I even have to wear

those? I will kill those fucking birds faster than they can even think of

attacking me . "

"Yeah, I remember that I had to escape while carrying you half-dead on my
shoulders just before we fled," Jertien frowned . "I'm pretty sure you said

something similar before getting beaten to death . "

Sponsored Content
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"Shut up, stupid old man," Ivolaer clicked his tongue .

"I don't know if I should be happy while watching everyone acting like usual

after obtaining better equipment…" Genelosa sighed . "Or if I should feel
depressed, noticing that this power-up didn't make us more responsible since
we finally have a real chance to recover our worlds . "

" . . . Now what?" Leon asked .

"Now we collect more mana until we have enough to let you use Transfer and

transfer all of us and this tower back to Celosie," Inglar said . "From there, we
start to reclaim our worlds . "

"No . . . We will start from Dasaliv," Jorhorn said . "Celosie will be that last
planet we will recover . "

" . . . Are you sure of that?" Inglar frowned .

"Yes," Jorhorn answered .

"Celosie is a world that doesn't have many natural defenses," Alurelle said .
"So, we will be easily spotted and lose the surprise factor there . It will be a
better idea to let that planet to be recovered for last . "

"Why do I have to know that?" Leon asked .



"Celosie is the planet I came from," Alurelle answered . "It is the place where
we found the Volt's fragment . So, to obtain his power . . . you would have to
help us to retake five other planets . "

"Is that so . . . Well, it can't be helped," Leon shrugged . "Well, while you
guys work to obtain mana, I will do some tests with my telescope . "

Leon flew to the top of the tower, and there he pushed a button that unlocked
the telescope the harvesters used to find Miebos . The telescope was thirty
meters long and three wide, it took a few minutes to adjust it, but eventually,
Leon found the planets in question . Leon didn't ask their names, but Alurelle
taught him how to use the telescope since Leon needed to create a better
version of it using mithril . Although Leon couldn't see the six worlds and the
sun of that system with perfection, he could clearly see the planets, and that
was more enough to use as a basis .

"So, I will have to help them recover five planets before I can obtain half of

what they promised me, huh…"

It was kind of hard to conclude if their sizes were small or big without having
a clear comparison to Earth . However, Leon had the feeling that they were
quite big . So, it would take a while before they could reconquest so many
worlds and with a small group…

After taking a three meters tall telescope out of the magic box, Leon tried to
find the solar system that he would go in a few weeks . Although Leon could
see a small yellow point in the distance where the sun of that system was, he
didn't feel satisfied with his progress of creating telescopes for one month .



"To make matters worse, they will focus on gathering mana to return home…
So, I will have to use my own mana and the blue angel leaves to create more
telescopes…"

That was a bit depressing, but it couldn't be helped . Regardless, it was clear
that it would take perhaps a few months to create a small telescope that was
better than the one the harvesters' had . So, Leon decided to slow down a

little bit in that process . He progressed quite a lot in the two years since he
came to Miebos, but that much progress wasn't enough to defeat the monsters
on several planets that were on the third stage of assimilation .

"I guess it is finally time to learn a few new tricks . Although attacking with
my spears if the best way to deal with a massive number of enemies, they
won't be that effective against sentient enemies… It is time to put Pyromancy

and Geomancy to good use . "
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Satisfied with them? Leon asked .

Yes, Alurelle answered . Mithril will certainly endure the attack of light
magic, but the increase of our endurance and mentality will also help a lot
since we wont be able to block every single attack .

I hate to use all those pieces of armor, Ismenria said . However, they are
surprisingly light… just like our weapons .

This color doesnt suit me, Ivolaer frowned . Why do I even have to wear

those? I will kill those fucking birds faster than they can even think of

attacking me .

Yeah, I remember that I had to escape while carrying you half-dead on my
shoulders just before we fled, Jertien frowned . Im pretty sure you said

something similar before getting beaten to death .

Shut up, stupid old man, Ivolaer clicked his tongue .



I dont know if I should be happy while watching everyone acting like usual
after obtaining better equipment… Genelosa sighed . Or if I should feel
depressed, noticing that this power-up didnt make us more responsible since
we finally have a real chance to recover our worlds .

. . . Now what? Leon asked .

Now we collect more mana until we have enough to let you use Transfer and
transfer all of us and this tower back to Celosie, Inglar said . From there, we
start to reclaim our worlds .

No . . . We will start from Dasaliv, Jorhorn said . Celosie will be that last
planet we will recover .

. . . Are you sure of that? Inglar frowned .

Yes, Jorhorn answered .

Celosie is a world that doesnt have many natural defenses, Alurelle said . So,
we will be easily spotted and lose the surprise factor there . It will be a better
idea to let that planet to be recovered for last .

Why do I have to know that? Leon asked .

Celosie is the planet I came from, Alurelle answered . It is the place where we
found the Volts fragment . So, to obtain his power . . . you would have to
help us to retake five other planets .



Is that so . . . Well, it cant be helped, Leon shrugged . Well, while you guys
work to obtain mana, I will do some tests with my telescope .

Leon flew to the top of the tower, and there he pushed a button that unlocked
the telescope the harvesters used to find Miebos . The telescope was thirty
meters long and three wide, it took a few minutes to adjust it, but eventually,
Leon found the planets in question . Leon didnt ask their names, but Alurelle
taught him how to use the telescope since Leon needed to create a better
version of it using mithril . Although Leon couldnt see the six worlds and the
sun of that system with perfection, he could clearly see the planets, and that
was more enough to use as a basis .

So, I will have to help them recover five planets before I can obtain half of

what they promised me, huh…

It was kind of hard to conclude if their sizes were small or big without having
a clear comparison to Earth . However, Leon had the feeling that they were
quite big . So, it would take a while before they could reconquest so many
worlds and with a small group…

After taking a three meters tall telescope out of the magic box, Leon tried to
find the solar system that he would go in a few weeks . Although Leon could
see a small yellow point in the distance where the sun of that system was, he
didnt feel satisfied with his progress of creating telescopes for one month .

To make matters worse, they will focus on gathering mana to return home…
So, I will have to use my own mana and the blue angel leaves to create more
telescopes…



That was a bit depressing, but it couldnt be helped . Regardless, it was clear
that it would take perhaps a few months to create a small telescope that was
better than the one the harvesters had . So, Leon decided to slow down a little

bit in that process . He progressed quite a lot in the two years since he came
to Miebos, but that much progress wasnt enough to defeat the monsters on
several planets that were on the third stage of assimilation .

I guess it is finally time to learn a few new tricks . Although attacking with
my spears if the best way to deal with a massive number of enemies, they
wont be that effective against sentient enemies… It is time to put Pyromancy
and Geomancy to good use .
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Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Explosive Fire Arrow .

Cost: 25 mana

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Spinning Earth Arrow .

Cost: 20 mana

You obtained 01 status points .



Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Magma Punch .

Sponsored Content
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Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Magma Arrow .

Cost: 30 mana

You obtained 01 status points .

Thanks to Geomancy and Pyromancy, Leon managed to learn those spells in
just one week . Explosive Fire Arrow and Spinning Earth Arrow were

particularly handy . At level one the first spell could explode upon impact,
causing enough damage that was equal to a grenade… it was hard to be sure
since Leon didn't see any real grenades exploding .

Spinning Earth Arrow not only had a fearsome piercing power, but it could
even destroy some big rocks… Even though those probably wouldn't be
enough to kill the angels, it would probably be enough to keep them at bay, in
case a horde of them comes to attack Leon . In a world where they were
everywhere, using Transfer to escape from a battle wasn't the best idea .
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"The best combination would probably be water and thunder magic . . . but to
learn those without something like the equivalent of Pyromancy, it would
take too long . "

Leon had some idea of spells that would combine Pyromancy and Geomancy,
but creating magma out of thin air wouldn't surprise the enemies . The best
way would be to attack from the ground, but against flying enemies, that
wouldn't work . While Leon was thinking of creative ways to decrease his

problems, he thought of something interesting… what if he creates a golem

made of earth and put the spirit of a monster?

"Mmm… just creating a golem won't work . The same thing will happen
when I tried to create a magic backpack… but what if I make a golem that
instead of regular limbs, he had spears or swords?"

It was worth a try since most likely . The creature would fall on the weapon
category . Although that wasn't even necessary since Leon had the Summon
Zombie skill, he wanted to use something he worked hard to obtain and
learn . Regardless, Leon created a golem made of earth and tried to put a soul

in it… it didn't work . The next step would be to try to create one made of
mithril since it would be a pain if Leon creates a big golem made of mithril
and it doesn't work again, he decided to create a small bird made of mithril .
Much to his surprise, he was quite skilled at putting details . However, since
it needed to be a weapon, Leon decided to put a short sharp spear on the place
of the beak . Leon put the spirit of an aqua slime inside of it and succeeded .



Inorganic Familiar (Bird)

Skills: Piercing Attack Lv 20, Water Cannon Lv 20, Fly Lv 50
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Mana: 0000/9999

Control: -05

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Magic Craftsmanship has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

"Interesting . . . very, very interesting . . . "

Since it was made of mithril, the thing couldn't move like an actual bird, but
it could fly like a drone . It would be interesting if it could grow stronger, but
it wasn't such a useful skill . It also needed mana to move, but considering
that was a creature like the lesser spirits that could act independently and
follow Leon's orders at the same time, it was useful nonetheless .

"Control -5… my control didn't decrease . So, my control decides how many

of those creatures I can control?"



That was probably the case, the skill had several limitations, or it would be
way too useful if Leon could create an army of mithril dragons that could
follow all his commands . Maybe it was the difference between size and

weight, but that bird could fly for one minute using only ten mana points .

"Although it is cool and all having a familiar working for me, I don't think I
will be able to create many that could be useful in battle . . . until I increase
my control, shall I make them harvest blue angel leaves for me?"

That probably wouldn't work unless Leon creates those inorganic familiar
using the devourer's spirit… No, even if Leon uses those, the devourers had
to eat things that had mana to absorb mana . So, before putting them to work,
Leon would have to waste some time putting the familiars in an appropriate
place where they could defeat enemies and absorb their mana . It was a good
way to obtain a few extra coins, but not much use to help Leon increase his
training time .

"Wait a minute, what if I give an inorganic familiar the shape of a shield . . .
won't he protect me at all times? It certainly will . . . but I doubt that can
withstand more than a few attacks . Besides, using my Telekinesis, I will be
able to prevent a possible magic projectile making the shield smash me . "

It would be great if Leon could absorb the mana of those familiars stored, but
then again, they weren't that convenient . In the end, that kind of power
wouldn't be useful unless Leon spends a lot of time and mana on it . Since he
was already too busy improving his telescope and training, he would try that
later .

Anyway, according to Alurelle, it would take a month before they could have
enough mana to travel back to their world . Leon would have to keep
practicing Transfer for one week at least until that skill reaches level one



hundred for efficiency's sake . So, Leon would have two more weeks to train
freely . Learning new spells to obtain status points wasn't a good idea, so
Leon used his remaining free time to level up Explosive Fire Arrow and
Spinning Earth Arrow .
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Thanks to Geomancy and Pyromancy, Leon managed to learn those spells in
just one week . Explosive Fire Arrow and Spinning Earth Arrow were

particularly handy . At level one the first spell could explode upon impact,
causing enough damage that was equal to a grenade… it was hard to be sure
since Leon didnt see any real grenades exploding .

Spinning Earth Arrow not only had a fearsome piercing power, but it could
even destroy some big rocks… Even though those probably wouldnt be
enough to kill the angels, it would probably be enough to keep them at bay, in
case a horde of them comes to attack Leon . In a world where they were
everywhere, using Transfer to escape from a battle wasnt the best idea .

The best combination would probably be water and thunder magic . . . but to
learn those without something like the equivalent of Pyromancy, it would
take too long .

Leon had some idea of spells that would combine Pyromancy and Geomancy,
but creating magma out of thin air wouldnt surprise the enemies . The best
way would be to attack from the ground, but against flying enemies, that
wouldnt work . While Leon was thinking of creative ways to decrease his

problems, he thought of something interesting… what if he creates a golem

made of earth and put the spirit of a monster?

Mmm… just creating a golem wont work . The same thing will happen when
I tried to create a magic backpack… but what if I make a golem that instead
of regular limbs, he had spears or swords?



It was worth a try since most likely . The creature would fall on the weapon
category . Although that wasnt even necessary since Leon had the Summon
Zombie skill, he wanted to use something he worked hard to obtain and
learn . Regardless, Leon created a golem made of earth and tried to put a soul

in it… it didnt work . The next step would be to try to create one made of
mithril since it would be a pain if Leon creates a big golem made of mithril
and it doesnt work again, he decided to create a small bird made of mithril .
Much to his surprise, he was quite skilled at putting details . However, since
it needed to be a weapon, Leon decided to put a short sharp spear on the place
of the beak . Leon put the spirit of an aqua slime inside of it and succeeded .
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Skills: Piercing Attack Lv 20, Water Cannon Lv 20, Fly Lv 50
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Interesting . . . very, very interesting . . .



Since it was made of mithril, the thing couldnt move like an actual bird, but it
could fly like a drone . It would be interesting if it could grow stronger, but it
wasnt such a useful skill . It also needed mana to move, but considering that
was a creature like the lesser spirits that could act independently and follow
Leons orders at the same time, it was useful nonetheless .

Control -5… my control didnt decrease . So, my control decides how many

of those creatures I can control?

That was probably the case, the skill had several limitations, or it would be
way too useful if Leon could create an army of mithril dragons that could
follow all his commands . Maybe it was the difference between size and

weight, but that bird could fly for one minute using only ten mana points .

Although it is cool and all having a familiar working for me, I dont think I
will be able to create many that could be useful in battle . . . until I increase
my control, shall I make them harvest blue angel leaves for me?

That probably wouldnt work unless Leon creates those inorganic familiar
using the devourers spirit… No, even if Leon uses those, the devourers had to
eat things that had mana to absorb mana . So, before putting them to work,
Leon would have to waste some time putting the familiars in an appropriate
place where they could defeat enemies and absorb their mana . It was a good
way to obtain a few extra coins, but not much use to help Leon increase his
training time .

Wait a minute, what if I give an inorganic familiar the shape of a shield . . .
wont he protect me at all times? It certainly will . . . but I doubt that can
withstand more than a few attacks . Besides, using my Telekinesis, I will be
able to prevent a possible magic projectile making the shield smash me .



It would be great if Leon could absorb the mana of those familiars stored, but
then again, they werent that convenient . In the end, that kind of power
wouldnt be useful unless Leon spends a lot of time and mana on it . Since he
was already too busy improving his telescope and training, he would try that
later .

Anyway, according to Alurelle, it would take a month before they could have
enough mana to travel back to their world . Leon would have to keep
practicing Transfer for one week at least until that skill reaches level one
hundred for efficiencys sake . So, Leon would have two more weeks to train
freely . Learning new spells to obtain status points wasnt a good idea, so Leon
used his remaining free time to level up Explosive Fire Arrow and Spinning
Earth Arrow .
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Mithril Shield of The Devourers (+6)

It grants you Endurance + 192, Mentality + 192

Just before Leon started his training to level up Transfer, he decided to
upgrade his shields . Although it would be better to enchant them using the

spirits of angels, it was also better to be safe than sorry .

While Inglar, Jertien, Ivolaer, and Ismenria were working to gather the mana
on the Soul Eater, Genelosa, Alurelle, and Jorhorn worked together with
Leon to level up Transfer . Well, the only thing they did was actually buy



mana potions and use them on Leon . Much faster than they predicted, thanks
to Leon's equipment, skills, and stats, Leon's Transfer reached the level one
hundred .

Around the same time, Leon managed to create a telescope as good as the
harvesters have . It was much smaller and easy to carry, so they understood
the incredible potential mithril had . Leon wanted to create a railgun made of
mithril, but he decided to do that later, once he has some time alone . He and
the harvesters were working together, but they couldn't reveal each other's
cards just like that .

"We are ready now," Alurelle said .

Alurelle and friends were on their giant form and equipped with their items
made of mithril . It looked like the battles would start at the very moment they
arrive on Dasaliv, so Leon also readied himself . He didn't test, but according
to the harvesters, everything nearby that Leon wanted to transfer, could be
transported alongside with him . So, the harvesters didn't have to touch his
hand or his shoulders .

Soul Eater

It drains and stores all the mana of enemy foes .

Mana Stored: 25142363314

After receiving Soul Eater from Jorhorn, Leon checked its status and frowned
at the stupid amount of mana stored in there . Leon wondered if he would be
able to return to Earth with that amount of mana if he could see Earth from



there…Well, such an amount was probably necessary if he wanted to transfer
the entire tower with him .

Although Leon was a bit nervous, he didn't hesitate to transfer himself, the
tower, and the harvesters after he started to see clearly Dasaliv on the
telescope . At a fearsome speed, his mana got drained, and then he recovered
it several times within a second . Soul Eater was working, but Leon wasn't
worried about that . He got concerned when he saw himself, the tower, and
the harvesters traveling through the outer space . Stars in the distance became
lines of light due to the speed, they were probably moving much faster than
light, but Leon didn't feel that on his body . He felt that he was just distorting
space while walking… it was weird, but that only showed him that Transfer

was really several levels below the true Teleportation .

"Mmm . . . Soul Eater still has some mana . . . I guess I will use it . . . "

Alurelle, Jorhorn, and the others were looking around for enemies . In fact,
they could see several angels moving near the ground so, while they were
busing observing the enemies . Leon created several things using the
remaining mana . He had gotten more skilled in the last few months, so Leon
managed to create several things before they could finally prepare themselves
for the battle .

Much to Leon's surprise, that place looked a lot like Earth . It was quite
colorful, but Leon frowned when he saw several red parts… those were signs

of blood and fire . Putting that aside, Leon finally saw the 'angels,' they were
pretty much humans, their size was similar and even their bodies had the
same shape . The only real difference was the white wings on their backs, but
those felt a bit unnatural . Harpies arms were also their wings, but even



though the angels had wings on their backs, they looked a bit like monsters .
As if… as if they had implanted those wings on their backs .

"Well, it doesn't really matter if they are real angels or not . . . if they try to
kill me, they are enemies . "

We are finally back…" Alurelle said while looking at the angels and holding
her swords tightly . "Leon, your job will be to give us support from behind .
You should focus on healing our wounds, but it would help a lot if you use
Gravity or Telekinesis on them . "(function()
{ googletag.display('div-gpt-ad-InStory-1'); });

"… Give back the Soul Eater," Jorhorn said .

"Sure," Leon tossed the sword at Jorhorn, who grabbed and stored it under his
armor .

Jorhorn and the others wouldn't be able to use Soul Eater with their current
size, but he didn't want to leave such rare items on his hands either . After
receiving Soul Eater, Johorn approached the tower and clicked on some
button, then the tower disappeared… that was Leon thought, but it only
became much smaller . Leon couldn't understand why he didn't do that
earlier .

"Well�� they can increase their size so… better not to think much about it .
"

It didn't take long for the first angels to notice their approach . Although
several of them seemed to be fighting near the ground, only seven flew



toward Leon and others to attack . Although they had different types of
weapons, they were all using a simple breastplate and some light pants… all

of those were white . The color fit them, though . Since they were blond and
had blue eyes… it was a coincidence that Leon imagined them having that
hair and eyes?

Yienial (Light)

Health: 27000/27000

Mana: 12000/12000(function()
{ googletag.display('div-gpt-ad-InStory-3'); });

Stamina: 21000/21000

Active Skills: Sword of Light Lv 330, Regeneration Lv 300, Heal Lv 340,
Rage Lv 390

Passive Skills: Fire Resistance Lv 270, Swordsmanship Lv 280, Pain
Resistance Lv 230, Wind Resistance Lv 320, Light Resistance Lv 300

Cercage (Light)

Health: 25000/25000

Mana: 15000/15000

Stamina: 20000/20000



Active Skills: Spear of Light Lv 310, Regeneration Lv 290, Heal Lv 330,
Rage Lv 340

Passive Skills: Earth Resistance Lv 280, Spearmanship Lv 300, Fire
Resistance Lv 295, Pain Resistance Lv 260, Wind Resistance Lv 320,
Light Resistance Lv 300

Tenora (Light)

Health: 12000/12000

Mana: 33000/33000

Stamina: 15000/15000

Active Skills: Arrow of Light Lv 350, Fly 330, Heal Lv 330

Passive Skills: Fire Resistance Lv 330, Archery Lv 280, Underwater
Resistance Lv 360, Wind Resistance Lv 320, Light Resistance Lv 300

Leon couldn't help but frown at looking at them, putting aside their crazy
status, that was even higher than the harvesters, they weren't genderless
creatures like Leon thought real angels were . Both male and female flew to

attack them… and strangely enough, they were looking at Leon and
harvesters as if they were possessed by something .

Mithril Shield of The Devourers (+6)



It grants you Endurance + 192, Mentality + 192

Just before Leon started his training to level up Transfer, he decided to
upgrade his shields . Although it would be better to enchant them using the

spirits of angels, it was also better to be safe than sorry .

While Inglar, Jertien, Ivolaer, and Ismenria were working to gather the mana
on the Soul Eater, Genelosa, Alurelle, and Jorhorn worked together with
Leon to level up Transfer . Well, the only thing they did was actually buy
mana potions and use them on Leon . Much faster than they predicted, thanks
to Leons equipment, skills, and stats, Leons Transfer reached the level one
hundred .

Around the same time, Leon managed to create a telescope as good as the
harvesters have . It was much smaller and easy to carry, so they understood
the incredible potential mithril had . Leon wanted to create a railgun made of
mithril, but he decided to do that later, once he has some time alone . He and
the harvesters were working together, but they couldnt reveal each others
cards just like that .

We are ready now, Alurelle said .

Alurelle and friends were on their giant form and equipped with their items
made of mithril . It looked like the battles would start at the very moment they
arrive on Dasaliv, so Leon also readied himself . He didnt test, but according
to the harvesters, everything nearby that Leon wanted to transfer, could be
transported alongside with him . So, the harvesters didnt have to touch his
hand or his shoulders .



Soul Eater

It drains and stores all the mana of enemy foes .

Mana Stored: 25142363314

After receiving Soul Eater from Jorhorn, Leon checked its status and frowned
at the stupid amount of mana stored in there . Leon wondered if he would be
able to return to Earth with that amount of mana if he could see Earth from
there…Well, such an amount was probably necessary if he wanted to transfer
the entire tower with him .

Although Leon was a bit nervous, he didnt hesitate to transfer himself, the
tower, and the harvesters after he started to see clearly Dasaliv on the
telescope . At a fearsome speed, his mana got drained, and then he recovered
it several times within a second . Soul Eater was working, but Leon wasnt
worried about that . He got concerned when he saw himself, the tower, and
the harvesters traveling through the outer space . Stars in the distance became
lines of light due to the speed, they were probably moving much faster than
light, but Leon didnt feel that on his body . He felt that he was just distorting
space while walking… it was weird, but that only showed him that Transfer

was really several levels below the true Teleportation .

Mmm . . . Soul Eater still has some mana . . . I guess I will use it . . .

Alurelle, Jorhorn, and the others were looking around for enemies . In fact,
they could see several angels moving near the ground so, while they were
busing observing the enemies . Leon created several things using the
remaining mana . He had gotten more skilled in the last few months, so Leon



managed to create several things before they could finally prepare themselves
for the battle .

Much to Leons surprise, that place looked a lot like Earth . It was quite
colorful, but Leon frowned when he saw several red parts… those were signs

of blood and fire . Putting that aside, Leon finally saw the angels, they were
pretty much humans, their size was similar and even their bodies had the
same shape . The only real difference was the white wings on their backs, but
those felt a bit unnatural . Harpies arms were also their wings, but even
though the angels had wings on their backs, they looked a bit like monsters .
As if… as if they had implanted those wings on their backs .

Well, it doesnt really matter if they are real angels or not . . . if they try to kill
me, they are enemies .

We are finally back… Alurelle said while looking at the angels and holding
her swords tightly . Leon, your job will be to give us support from behind .
You should focus on healing our wounds, but it would help a lot if you use
Gravity or Telekinesis on them .

… Give back the Soul Eater, Jorhorn said .

Sure, Leon tossed the sword at Jorhorn, who grabbed and stored it under his
armor .

Jorhorn and the others wouldnt be able to use Soul Eater with their current
size, but he didnt want to leave such rare items on his hands either . After
receiving Soul Eater, Johorn approached the tower and clicked on some
button, then the tower disappeared… that was Leon thought, but it only
became much smaller . Leon couldnt understand why he didnt do that earlier .



Well�� they can increase their size so… better not to think much about it .

It didnt take long for the first angels to notice their approach . Although
several of them seemed to be fighting near the ground, only seven flew
toward Leon and others to attack . Although they had different types of
weapons, they were all using a simple breastplate and some light pants… all

of those were white . The color fit them, though . Since they were blond and
had blue eyes… it was a coincidence that Leon imagined them having that
hair and eyes?

Yienial (Light)

Health: 27000/27000

Mana: 12000/12000

Stamina: 21000/21000

Active Skills: Sword of Light Lv 330, Regeneration Lv 300, Heal Lv 340,
Rage Lv 390

Passive Skills: Fire Resistance Lv 270, Swordsmanship Lv 280, Pain
Resistance Lv 230, Wind Resistance Lv 320, Light Resistance Lv 300

Cercage (Light)

Health: 25000/25000



Mana: 15000/15000

Stamina: 20000/20000

Active Skills: Spear of Light Lv 310, Regeneration Lv 290, Heal Lv 330,
Rage Lv 340

Passive Skills: Earth Resistance Lv 280, Spearmanship Lv 300, Fire
Resistance Lv 295, Pain Resistance Lv 260, Wind Resistance Lv 320,
Light Resistance Lv 300

Tenora (Light)

Health: 12000/12000

Mana: 33000/33000

Stamina: 15000/15000

Active Skills: Arrow of Light Lv 350, Fly 330, Heal Lv 330

Passive Skills: Fire Resistance Lv 330, Archery Lv 280, Underwater
Resistance Lv 360, Wind Resistance Lv 320, Light Resistance Lv 300

Leon couldnt help but frown at looking at them, putting aside their crazy
status, that was even higher than the harvesters, they werent genderless
creatures like Leon thought real angels were . Both male and female flew to



attack them… and strangely enough, they were looking at Leon and
harvesters as if they were possessed by something .

Novel Chapter 314

Chapter 314: 314

"Heal Level 340 . . . Regeneration Level 400 . . . what the heck is this?"
Leon frowned

"They have high vitality," Alurelles said . "So, unless you smash them to bits

or burn them instantly, they will eventually recover and attack as if nothing
had happened . "

"Why didn't you mention that earlier?" Leon asked .

Demons probably couldn't heal wounds, and the angels obtained that power
from the spirit of light… but it was quite weird to think that they are similarly
difficult to kill . Anyway, soon they started to attack using their special
attacks . Much to Leon's surprise, even the angels that had spears and swords
could shoot beams of light . Leon imagined those magic projectiles would be
way faster than his, almost impossible to see with his own eyes . However,
although those were faster than Leon's, Jorhorn swung his spear and blocked
all attacks .

"… Those weapons work," Jorhorn analyzed his weapon and said after he
confirmed that it was perfectly fine . "We can block their attacks! Don't
hesitate!"
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Every single one of them could fly, but with that size, the consumption of
mana was massive, and the speed wasn't high . So, Ismenria was the fast one
to attack . She shot a steel arrow much bigger than Leon, and although she
missed, the movement of the arrow caused a shockwave that slowed down the

angels, not only that, it caused a large thud when it hit the ground .

Ivolaer didn't waste that chance and then made several lightning bolts fall on
the angels with a single swing of his sword . He smiled excitedly because,
with that attack, he had the chance to approach and slice all the angels in
two . The attack made the creatures fall at fearsome speed, to the point where
they landed, a crater appeared . However, their torment didn't end there .
Ivolaer fell over their bodies and started to stomp on them .

"Take this, you little insects!" Ivolaer smiled excitedly . "Did you like this,
huh? Did you like it? What? I can't hear you . . . scream a little louder!"

Leon frowned when he watched that, and he couldn't help but wonder if he
would act the same if he were in his position . Imaging himself losing his
world to alien monsters was indeed scary… but it was hard to imagine the
feelings he would have .

"What an idiot… Shut up, Ivolaer," Jertien sighed . "Our goal is to reconquest
our worlds, but we don't achieve that tomorrow or today . We need to start

things quietly . "
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"Well, it is not like they can use their heads all that much," Ismenria shrugged
after she landed . "The moment they see anything that doesn't have their
wings, they attack instead of informing their allies . "

"This is your planet, right, Genelosa?" Inglar asked . "Then, guide us to a
place where we can create or use as a temporary base . We can't just stay in
the open and wait to be attacked . "

"All right," Jorhorn said . "Let's kill all the angels nearby before heading
south . We can't let any of them seeing us . Otherwise, we will compromise
our hideout . "

Several angels were already coming, so Alurelle and friends didn't have to
look for them . Their size was a huge sign or bait, after all . Regardless, while
they were fighting, Leon looked around and saw some corpses of monsters .
The holes in their bodies and the extremities of those holes, there were signs
of burns… those were signs of monsters that got hit by a projectile of light
magic .
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"What a nasty way to die… as I expected, light magic is like a laser…"



Although that was somewhat scary, Leon was sure that his shields could
block them… as long as he is from a safe distance . Attacking those creatures
was out of the question for the time being, but Leon could use Gravity and
Telekinesis to annoy them .

"I wonder if I should let their attacks scratch me… just to let me obtain Light

Resistance…"

It would be very painful, but as long as Leon doesn't get hit on his vitals, it
would be fine… Besides, it was to avoid problems down the road later . Still,
it would be hard to obtain that skill since everyone was smashing the 'angels'
to bits quite easily .

"The last twenty years of training finally paid off? They don't seem to have

that much difficulty…"

Leon thought he would encounter several new types of monsters, but he only
found corpses, for some reason, the 'angels' were killing every single
monster . Although that only helped them in the long run, it was quite
troublesome since Leon wanted to see new types of magic and use the
monsters' spirits to create magic items .

"Well, if I only have one option… "

Everyone was fighting quite excitedly, drunk on the taste of the power of
their new weapons… but Alurelle wasn't that excited, so Leon decided to
give her a hand in order to capture a few angels .



Alurelle frowned when she saw some angels approaching her losing speed,
but then she saw Leon flying nearby and noticed his intentions . Instead of
splitting the angels in half like everyone else was doing, Alurelle smashed
them on the ground with the hilt of her swords . Although she had to do that
a few times before the angel could lose its consciousness, in the end, it had
been worth the trouble .

Holy Colossal Mithril Swords

It grants you the skills: Sword of Light Lv 215 . Strength 495, Speed + 495,
Endurance + 495

Heal Level 340 . . . Regeneration Level 400 . . . what the heck is this?
Leon frowned

They have high vitality, Alurelles said . So, unless you smash them to bits or

burn them instantly, they will eventually recover and attack as if nothing had
happened .

Why didnt you mention that earlier? Leon asked .

Demons probably couldnt heal wounds, and the angels obtained that power
from the spirit of light… but it was quite weird to think that they are similarly
difficult to kill . Anyway, soon they started to attack using their special
attacks . Much to Leons surprise, even the angels that had spears and swords
could shoot beams of light . Leon imagined those magic projectiles would be
way faster than his, almost impossible to see with his own eyes . However,
although those were faster than Leons, Jorhorn swung his spear and blocked
all attacks .



… Those weapons work, Jorhorn analyzed his weapon and said after he
confirmed that it was perfectly fine . We can block their attacks! Dont
hesitate!

Every single one of them could fly, but with that size, the consumption of
mana was massive, and the speed wasnt high . So, Ismenria was the fast one
to attack . She shot a steel arrow much bigger than Leon, and although she
missed, the movement of the arrow caused a shockwave that slowed down the

angels, not only that, it caused a large thud when it hit the ground .

Ivolaer didnt waste that chance and then made several lightning bolts fall on
the angels with a single swing of his sword . He smiled excitedly because,
with that attack, he had the chance to approach and slice all the angels in
two . The attack made the creatures fall at fearsome speed, to the point where
they landed, a crater appeared . However, their torment didnt end there .
Ivolaer fell over their bodies and started to stomp on them .

Take this, you little insects! Ivolaer smiled excitedly . Did you like this, huh?
Did you like it? What? I cant hear you . . . scream a little louder!

Leon frowned when he watched that, and he couldnt help but wonder if he
would act the same if he were in his position . Imaging himself losing his
world to alien monsters was indeed scary… but it was hard to imagine the
feelings he would have .

What an idiot… Shut up, Ivolaer, Jertien sighed . Our goal is to reconquest
our worlds, but we dont achieve that tomorrow or today . We need to start

things quietly .



Well, it is not like they can use their heads all that much, Ismenria shrugged
after she landed . The moment they see anything that doesnt have their wings,
they attack instead of informing their allies .

This is your planet, right, Genelosa? Inglar asked . Then, guide us to a place
where we can create or use as a temporary base .We cant just stay in the open

and wait to be attacked .

All right, Jorhorn said . Lets kill all the angels nearby before heading south .
We cant let any of them seeing us . Otherwise, we will compromise our
hideout .

Several angels were already coming, so Alurelle and friends didnt have to
look for them . Their size was a huge sign or bait, after all . Regardless, while
they were fighting, Leon looked around and saw some corpses of monsters .
The holes in their bodies and the extremities of those holes, there were signs
of burns… those were signs of monsters that got hit by a projectile of light
magic .

What a nasty way to die… as I expected, light magic is like a laser…

Although that was somewhat scary, Leon was sure that his shields could
block them… as long as he is from a safe distance . Attacking those creatures
was out of the question for the time being, but Leon could use Gravity and
Telekinesis to annoy them .

I wonder if I should let their attacks scratch me… just to let me obtain Light
Resistance…



It would be very painful, but as long as Leon doesnt get hit on his vitals, it
would be fine… Besides, it was to avoid problems down the road later . Still,
it would be hard to obtain that skill since everyone was smashing the angels to
bits quite easily .

The last twenty years of training finally paid off? They dont seem to have that

much difficulty…

Leon thought he would encounter several new types of monsters, but he only
found corpses, for some reason, the angels were killing every single monster .
Although that only helped them in the long run, it was quite troublesome
since Leon wanted to see new types of magic and use the monsters spirits to
create magic items .

Well, if I only have one option…

Everyone was fighting quite excitedly, drunk on the taste of the power of
their new weapons… but Alurelle wasnt that excited, so Leon decided to give
her a hand in order to capture a few angels .

Alurelle frowned when she saw some angels approaching her losing speed,
but then she saw Leon flying nearby and noticed his intentions . Instead of
splitting the angels in half like everyone else was doing, Alurelle smashed
them on the ground with the hilt of her swords . Although she had to do that
a few times before the angel could lose its consciousness, in the end, it had
been worth the trouble .

Holy Colossal Mithril Swords



It grants you the skills: Sword of Light Lv 215 . Strength 495, Speed + 495,
Endurance + 495

Novel Chapter 315

Chapter 315: 315

Congratulations! The skill Magic Blacksmith has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Magic Craftsmanship has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Alurelle looked at her swords for several seconds in amazement… she
couldn't believe that she just learned a level 215 skill just like that . Besides,
with a single enchantment, her bonus in status grew by one hundred and

thirty-five points .

"It looks like the effects won't be that higher since those monsters are from a

planet in the third stage of assimilation…"
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As much Alurelle wanted to test such skill, the effects would be meager
against the angels since they had the Light Resistance skill . Noticing that
Alurelle got a little stronger, and her swords now were emitting a transparent

glow, the others decided to hold back their anger and frustration they suffered
twenty-years ago… but it was already too late . They killed all the angels
nearby that saw the harvesters falling from the skies . Despite their massive
size, only a little more than thirty angels came . But at least Leon also made
some progress .

Holy Mithril Shield

It grants you the skills: Light Resistance Lv 200 . Endurance + 132,
Mentality + 132

Now Leon just has to enchant all his four shields six times each and to the
same to his eight spears… Unfortunately, he would have to do that other
day . After checking that none of the angels dropped anything, everyone
reunited .

"Let's go to that cave, Genelosa mentioned," Jorhorn declared . "There, we
will be able to prepare everything accordingly while we increase our strength
by enchanting our equipment . Lead the way, Genelosa . "

"I already said that I don't know every part of this world…" Genelosa sighed .
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Despite saying that, Genelosa took the lead and started to walk . The more
Leon and others walked, the more destruction and corpses of monsters they
found . Leon saw several bodies of chimeras, and where he found those, the
signs of battles were massive… it looked like chimeras were also troublesome
opponents .

"This is definitely the southern continent of my world," Genelosa said . "It is
the only place I heard that chimeras started to appear… a few days before I
escaped . "

Leon's memories were a little blurred regarding fantasy chimeras . In his
mind, a chimera would have the head of a lion, the body and legs of a goat,
wings of an eagle, and the tail was supposed to be a snake . Those chimeras in
that world were five meters long and two meters tall, but they didn't have the
body and legs of a goat, it was the body of a lion added with wings of an
eagle, the snake as a tail . It was impossible to use Appraisal on a dead body,
so Leon was quite curious about their abilities .

"No, If I remember well, their dungeon should be located on the east side of
this continent," Genelosa answered . "Although this is the smallest continent,
we should be fine . "

"If you remember well?" Ismenria frowned . "Can we even trust your rotten
memory?"
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"… Even if your memory is right, some dungeons may have appeared in the
last twenty years," Leon sighed .

"… You are right," Genelosa nodded with a serious expression .

"We won't change our plans," Jorhorn declared . "We will go to the cave, but
we will proceed with caution . Also, don't use flash attacks Inglar and
Ivolaer . "

"Yes, yes…" Inglar looked away .

"Tsk . " Ivolaer clicked his tongue .

Leon was feeling quite out of place following a group of giants that were
walking, trying not to make much noise . Still, from time to time, an angel
would appear alone as if it was looking for something, and once the monster
saw them, it would charge forward without even thinking about numerical
disadvantage . Also, while it was understandable that they didn't try to talk, it
was also weird since they were supposed to be intelligent creatures .

"Is something wrong?" Alurelle asked . "You have been frowning for a while .
"

"I'm just wondering why those creatures attack us like that," Leon answered .
"It is a bit weird because they attack us as if we were their mortal enemies . It
is also strange that they are killing other monsters… do you know why?"

"… When they first appeared, they shouted several things," Alurelle recalled
the days when her world reached the third stage of assimilation . "One of them



was 'we will clean this world from all sinful creatures'… Based on their

actions, anyone who isn't with them is a sinful creature . "

"That is a rather dangerous way of doing this…" Leon frowned .

There wasn't much difference between the self-proclaimed angels, the
harvesters, and Leon . Even the people of Miebos aren't that different… in

fact, just the fact that they could speak was enough to make Leon wonder if in
the past if he could treat them like monsters . Right now, he couldn't… but it

was hard to think the same as for the angels . Their behavior wasn't much
different from beasts, after all . Besides, why would they clean the worlds
they obtained access to? Twenty years have passed since Alurelle and friends

left their planets, so it was evident that the angels weren't doing things the
right way… most likely, they didn't come to conquer . Or perhaps, using the
dungeons of those worlds, they went to other planets in order to clean them…
considering their behavior, it wouldn't be weird that they did a half-assed job
cleaning Dasaliv .

Regardless, after flying for half a day, Leon and the others reached the cave
in question . Fortunately, they didn't find any dungeons on the way . So,
Leon's worries decreased by one .

Congratulations! The skill Magic Blacksmith has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Magic Craftsmanship has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .



Alurelle looked at her swords for several seconds in amazement… she
couldnt believe that she just learned a level 215 skill just like that . Besides,
with a single enchantment, her bonus in status grew by one hundred and

thirty-five points .

It looks like the effects wont be that higher since those monsters are from a
planet in the third stage of assimilation…

As much Alurelle wanted to test such skill, the effects would be meager
against the angels since they had the Light Resistance skill . Noticing that
Alurelle got a little stronger, and her swords now were emitting a transparent

glow, the others decided to hold back their anger and frustration they suffered
twenty-years ago… but it was already too late . They killed all the angels
nearby that saw the harvesters falling from the skies . Despite their massive
size, only a little more than thirty angels came . But at least Leon also made
some progress .

Holy Mithril Shield

It grants you the skills: Light Resistance Lv 200 . Endurance + 132,
Mentality + 132

Now Leon just has to enchant all his four shields six times each and to the
same to his eight spears… Unfortunately, he would have to do that other
day . After checking that none of the angels dropped anything, everyone
reunited .

Lets go to that cave, Genelosa mentioned, Jorhorn declared . There, we will
be able to prepare everything accordingly while we increase our strength by
enchanting our equipment . Lead the way, Genelosa .



I already said that I dont know every part of this world… Genelosa sighed .

Despite saying that, Genelosa took the lead and started to walk . The more
Leon and others walked, the more destruction and corpses of monsters they
found . Leon saw several bodies of chimeras, and where he found those, the
signs of battles were massive… it looked like chimeras were also troublesome
opponents .

This is definitely the southern continent of my world, Genelosa said . It is the
only place I heard that chimeras started to appear… a few days before I
escaped .

Leons memories were a little blurred regarding fantasy chimeras . In his mind,
a chimera would have the head of a lion, the body and legs of a goat, wings of
an eagle, and the tail was supposed to be a snake . Those chimeras in that
world were five meters long and two meters tall, but they didnt have the body
and legs of a goat, it was the body of a lion added with wings of an eagle, the
snake as a tail . It was impossible to use Appraisal on a dead body, so Leon
was quite curious about their abilities .

No, If I remember well, their dungeon should be located on the east side of
this continent, Genelosa answered . Although this is the smallest continent,
we should be fine .

If you remember well? Ismenria frowned . Can we even trust your rotten
memory?

… Even if your memory is right, some dungeons may have appeared in the
last twenty years, Leon sighed .



… You are right, Genelosa nodded with a serious expression .

We wont change our plans, Jorhorn declared . We will go to the cave, but we
will proceed with caution . Also, dont use flash attacks Inglar and Ivolaer .

Yes, yes… Inglar looked away .

Tsk . Ivolaer clicked his tongue .

Leon was feeling quite out of place following a group of giants that were
walking, trying not to make much noise . Still, from time to time, an angel
would appear alone as if it was looking for something, and once the monster
saw them, it would charge forward without even thinking about numerical
disadvantage . Also, while it was understandable that they didnt try to talk, it
was also weird since they were supposed to be intelligent creatures .

Is something wrong? Alurelle asked . You have been frowning for a while .

Im just wondering why those creatures attack us like that, Leon answered . It
is a bit weird because they attack us as if we were their mortal enemies . It is
also strange that they are killing other monsters… do you know why?

… When they first appeared, they shouted several things, Alurelle recalled
the days when her world reached the third stage of assimilation . One of them
was we will clean this world from all sinful creatures… Based on their actions,
anyone who isnt with them is a sinful creature .

That is a rather dangerous way of doing this… Leon frowned .



There wasnt much difference between the self-proclaimed angels, the
harvesters, and Leon . Even the people of Miebos arent that different… in

fact, just the fact that they could speak was enough to make Leon wonder if in
the past if he could treat them like monsters . Right now, he couldnt… but it

was hard to think the same as for the angels . Their behavior wasnt much
different from beasts, after all . Besides, why would they clean the worlds
they obtained access to? Twenty years have passed since Alurelle and friends

left their planets, so it was evident that the angels werent doing things the
right way… most likely, they didnt come to conquer . Or perhaps, using the
dungeons of those worlds, they went to other planets in order to clean them…
considering their behavior, it wouldnt be weird that they did a half-assed job
cleaning Dasaliv .

Regardless, after flying for half a day, Leon and the others reached the cave
in question . Fortunately, they didnt find any dungeons on the way . So,
Leons worries decreased by one .
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Although the cave was big, it wasn't big enough for one hundred meters tall
creatures to enter while standing and keeping themselves at that size . So,
everyone had to return to their standard sizes while Leon was transporting
their equipment using Telekinesis .

Much to Leon's surprise, the cave was pretty near the ocean, and there he
could found the same krakens and ancient horned whales . But there was an
interesting addition to the sea creatures of that world… a busty woman who
had lower-half of a fish… and she wasn't wearing any clothes! The beast



wasn't just sexy . It was incredibly beautiful… almost unrealistic beautiful .
The moment Leon looked at her, he felt something entering his Mana
Dominion… before he could get mesmerized even further, he shot his
full-powered Magma Spears at the creature, obliterating it .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Illusion Resistance .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Illusion Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .
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Congratulations! The skill Illusion Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Illusion Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .



Leon couldn't help but frown once he killed the creature . For some reason,
the head of the beast escaped his attack, and that made him feel depressed…

because the mermaid also had the head of a fish…
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"Great… now monsters can also play with my brain…"

When Leon looked behind, he saw Inglar, Ivolaer, Jorhorn, and Jertien
looked away… it looked like they have been mesmerized too . But unlike
Leon, they didn't notice that something was wrong . Meanwhile, Alurelle,
Ismenria, and Genelosa seemed pretty okay .

"I guess mermaids can't charm other women…"

Leon didn't even have time to use Appraisal, the very moment he looked at
the creature, he got caught by its illusion… it wasn't an enemy . He could
analyze or go easy . Otherwise, he would become a minion of a monster .

"A new type of monster…" Genelosa sighed .
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"At least, it isn't that strong," Ismenria frowned . "But to use that kind of
power… how shameless . "

"Let's just be thankful that Leon noticed on time the trap," Alurelle said .

"The hell am I thinking the same day I arrived in this dangerous world?"

Anyway, even though Kraken and ancient horned whales were monsters that
only appeared in the world that were on the second stage of evolution, those
mermaids weren't . By the look of things, they didn't treat other monsters like
enemies either . And that was a relief . The harvesters would be able to find
food to maintain their gigantic form… as long as Leon is around to keep the
mermaids at bay, because they also found merman, and they could charm the

females of the group .

After securing some food, the harvesters and Leon reunited at the cave .
Although he was part of the group, Leon didn't know all that much about

what they should do . This was one of their planets, so the harvesters
probably would have better ideas of how to proceed . So, Leon decided to
plant the blue angel leaves while they talk .

"What now?" Ismenria asked .

"We will decrease their numbers until we have the chance to attack their

dungeon on the central continent," Jorhorn said . "We will have to be patient

in order not to let their leader discover about us . That guy isn't a maniac like
the others, and he is pretty smart… if we get careless, he will destroy us
again . "



As expected, the angels had a leader and considering things Leon knew so

far . It probably was an angel who also was a dungeon boss . Strong and
smart… it wouldn't be an easy opponent . Still, now that he was on that

planet, Leon started to wonder how their plan would work . They couldn't
seal a dungeon, opponents of that level could quickly destroy any barrier that
the harvesters might create . So, trying to seal the dungeons would be the
same as creating a time-bomb .

"The easiest option would be to strengthen someone to the point where that
person can clear all the angels that leave the dungeon, even the boss, but that
person would have to stay behind the moment they reconquest the planet .
And that would make things difficult on the other planets…"

"What about the monsters of other dungeons?" Alurelle asked .

"For the time being, we will ignore them," Jorhorn answered . "We don't
know the changes the dungeons suffered when we reached the third stage of
assimilation . Besides, the angels are by far the most troublesome enemies .
As long as we keep defeating them, we will grow stronger, and the difficulty
will decrease… at least regarding the fights against non-bosses . "

Leon made a mental note about that topic . He also had to memorize the
changes and number of dungeons in that world . Things on Miebos were a bit

different and rather irregular, thanks to that shadowy figure . However, all
information would be useful later when Leon returns to Earth… as long as he
returns to Earth on time .

Although the cave was big, it wasnt big enough for one hundred meters tall
creatures to enter while standing and keeping themselves at that size . So,



everyone had to return to their standard sizes while Leon was transporting
their equipment using Telekinesis .

Much to Leons surprise, the cave was pretty near the ocean, and there he
could found the same krakens and ancient horned whales . But there was an
interesting addition to the sea creatures of that world… a busty woman who
had lower-half of a fish… and she wasnt wearing any clothes! The beast
wasnt just sexy . It was incredibly beautiful… almost unrealistic beautiful .
The moment Leon looked at her, he felt something entering his Mana
Dominion… before he could get mesmerized even further, he shot his
full-powered Magma Spears at the creature, obliterating it .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Illusion Resistance .

You obtained 01 status points .
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. . .

Leon couldnt help but frown once he killed the creature . For some reason,
the head of the beast escaped his attack, and that made him feel depressed…

because the mermaid also had the head of a fish…

Great… now monsters can also play with my brain…

When Leon looked behind, he saw Inglar, Ivolaer, Jorhorn, and Jertien
looked away… it looked like they have been mesmerized too . But unlike
Leon, they didnt notice that something was wrong . Meanwhile, Alurelle,
Ismenria, and Genelosa seemed pretty okay .

I guess mermaids cant charm other women…

Leon didnt even have time to use Appraisal, the very moment he looked at the
creature, he got caught by its illusion… it wasnt an enemy . He could analyze
or go easy . Otherwise, he would become a minion of a monster .

A new type of monster… Genelosa sighed .

At least, it isnt that strong, Ismenria frowned . But to use that kind of
power… how shameless .

Lets just be thankful that Leon noticed on time the trap, Alurelle said .

The hell am I thinking the same day I arrived in this dangerous world?



Anyway, even though Kraken and ancient horned whales were monsters that
only appeared in the world that were on the second stage of evolution, those
mermaids werent . By the look of things, they didnt treat other monsters like
enemies either . And that was a relief . The harvesters would be able to find
food to maintain their gigantic form… as long as Leon is around to keep the
mermaids at bay, because they also found merman, and they could charm the

females of the group .

After securing some food, the harvesters and Leon reunited at the cave .
Although he was part of the group, Leon didnt know all that much about what

they should do . This was one of their planets, so the harvesters probably
would have better ideas of how to proceed . So, Leon decided to plant the
blue angel leaves while they talk .

What now? Ismenria asked .

We will decrease their numbers until we have the chance to attack their
dungeon on the central continent, Jorhorn said . We will have to be patient in

order not to let their leader discover about us . That guy isnt a maniac like the
others, and he is pretty smart… if we get careless, he will destroy us again .

As expected, the angels had a leader and considering things Leon knew so

far . It probably was an angel who also was a dungeon boss . Strong and
smart… it wouldnt be an easy opponent . Still, now that he was on that planet,
Leon started to wonder how their plan would work . They couldnt seal a
dungeon, opponents of that level could quickly destroy any barrier that the
harvesters might create . So, trying to seal the dungeons would be the same as
creating a time-bomb .



The easiest option would be to strengthen someone to the point where that
person can clear all the angels that leave the dungeon, even the boss, but that
person would have to stay behind the moment they reconquest the planet .
And that would make things difficult on the other planets…

What about the monsters of other dungeons? Alurelle asked .

For the time being, we will ignore them, Jorhorn answered . We dont know

the changes the dungeons suffered when we reached the third stage of
assimilation . Besides, the angels are by far the most troublesome enemies .
As long as we keep defeating them, we will grow stronger, and the difficulty
will decrease… at least regarding the fights against non-bosses .

Leon made a mental note about that topic . He also had to memorize the
changes and number of dungeons in that world . Things on Miebos were a bit

different and rather irregular, thanks to that shadowy figure . However, all
information would be useful later when Leon returns to Earth… as long as he
returns to Earth on time .

Novel Chapter 317

Chapter 317: 317

For a few days, Jorhorn's group used the cave as much as possible and only
left in random moments to hunt the angels . They were being more careful
than Leon imagined, but that was understandable . They lived for hundreds of
years, so acting like that for weeks or months wasn't that surprising .
However, the same thing didn't apply to Leon .



Holy Mithril Shield (+6)

It grants you the skills: Light Resistance Lv 300 . Endurance + 192,
Mentality + 192

Congratulations! The skill Magic Blacksmith has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .
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Congratulations! The skill Magic Craftsmanship has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .
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Leon managed to upgrade the last of his four holy mithril shields to its limit,
but he wasn't satisfied with the speed of Jorhorn's group progress . Although
Leon would probably live or reach their age, as long as he doesn't get eaten
by a monster, he didn't have time to do things so slowly . So, one week after
they arrived on Dalasiv, Leon decided to use his new spells on the monsters

of the ocean . It was risky, but Leon wouldn't obtain power fast if he doesn't
accept some risks . Much to his surprise, Jorhorn blocked his path .

"Where are you going?" Jorhorn asked .

"I'm going to train," Leon answered . "Unlike you guys, I don't have all the
time of the world . "



"… You can't," Jorhorn said . "You will end up revealing our position, and it
will take a while to find a good place to use like this if we get discovered . "

"I will be careful," Leon said . "Besides, if the angels attack only me if they
see only me . I will work as a bait, and you guys can finish them off . It is
perfect, right? You guys will have the chance to kill the monsters without

even leaving the cave . "

"If we kill too many monsters here, even if we dispose of their bodies, we are
bound to be noticed," Jorhorn explained . "That is why it is important to kill
them in other areas . "

"All right then…" Leon sighed deeply . "I won't cause problems, but in that
case, you will have to be my target… in order not to cause problems for me,
as well . "

"What?" Jorhorn frowned, annoyed .
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"I just want to level up my spells," Leon shrugged . "Hitting any powerful
target will do . Don't worry . I won't try to wound you . I will shot at the
same place, so you will be able to block . Here, I will even lend you one of
my shields . "

"Well, your confidence puts me at ease…" Leon sighed in relief . "I will use
an earth spell since you have a high tolerance against that kind of elemental



attack . If you want me to stop, you just have to say . Also, to avoid any
unpleasant surprises, I won't use any items that increase my intelligence . "

Jorhorn bit his lips to the point where he started to bleed . Despite that, he
didn't attack Leon; he only grabbed his old spear and readied himself . While

Leon was putting the rings that increased his recovery, he couldn't help but
frown while looking at him… there was a limit of how someone could be so
unreasonable . Almost every single one of his actions or words annoyed Leon,
and he does that intentionally, but he always got incredibly mad at the rare
occasions Leon did the same .

Regardless, despite being a hundred years old, Jorhorn was the type who
would self-destruct thanks to his short-temper and anger . Although that
would cause some problems for Leon, he already had some plans of what to
do in case the harvesters fail . Although it wasn't that practical, he could use
containers to store mana liquid, and then he would be able to find the spirit of
thunder . After obtaining that power upgrade, he would keep strengthening
himself until he can Transfer himself back to Earth or find some other tome
that may help him .

Anyway, without wasting much time, Leon shot several Spinning Earth
Arrows toward Jorhorn's spear, he didn't even have to move his arms to
block the projectiles . The speed also paled in comparison to the attack of the
angels . However, every arrow made a thunderous noise when it hit Jorhorn's
spear . Not only that, but it also made him tremble from head to toe, even
though he didn't change his stance . Little by little, he was also being pushed
backward .

Congratulations! The skill Earth Spinning Arrow has leveled up .



You obtained 01 status points .
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. . .

"Hehehe, now we are talking…"

It was really useful to have powerful 'allies' that could help Leon . Thanks to
their existence, Leon could level up the spell he learned a few days ago, like
crazy . The earth shards were hitting against Jorhorn's body and even leaving
some scratches… even though he was supposed to have a strong resistance
against earth magic .

"Mmm… using Multi-Conjuration would make this skill level up faster, but I
don't have that much mana and recovery to keep using like that without
relying on potions… wait a minute…"

Leon knew that even without using Multi-Conjuration, he would run out of
mana soon . However, instead of worrying about something like that . He had
another interesting idea… and couldn't help but smile while imagining it .



For a few days, Jorhorns group used the cave as much as possible and only
left in random moments to hunt the angels . They were being more careful
than Leon imagined, but that was understandable . They lived for hundreds of
years, so acting like that for weeks or months wasnt that surprising . However,
the same thing didnt apply to Leon .

Holy Mithril Shield (+6)
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Congratulations! The skill Magic Craftsmanship has leveled up .
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. . .

Leon managed to upgrade the last of his four holy mithril shields to its limit,
but he wasnt satisfied with the speed of Jorhorns group progress . Although
Leon would probably live or reach their age, as long as he doesnt get eaten by
a monster, he didnt have time to do things so slowly . So, one week after they
arrived on Dalasiv, Leon decided to use his new spells on the monsters of the

ocean . It was risky, but Leon wouldnt obtain power fast if he doesnt accept
some risks . Much to his surprise, Jorhorn blocked his path .

Where are you going? Jorhorn asked .

Im going to train, Leon answered . Unlike you guys, I dont have all the time
of the world .

… You cant, Jorhorn said . You will end up revealing our position, and it will
take a while to find a good place to use like this if we get discovered .



I will be careful, Leon said . Besides, if the angels attack only me if they see
only me . I will work as a bait, and you guys can finish them off . It is perfect,
right? You guys will have the chance to kill the monsters without even

leaving the cave .

If we kill too many monsters here, even if we dispose of their bodies, we are
bound to be noticed, Jorhorn explained . That is why it is important to kill
them in other areas .

All right then… Leon sighed deeply . I wont cause problems, but in that case,
you will have to be my target… in order not to cause problems for me, as
well .

What? Jorhorn frowned, annoyed .

I just want to level up my spells, Leon shrugged . Hitting any powerful target
will do . Dont worry . I wont try to wound you . I will shot at the same place,
so you will be able to block . Here, I will even lend you one of my shields .

Well, your confidence puts me at ease… Leon sighed in relief . I will use an
earth spell since you have a high tolerance against that kind of elemental
attack . If you want me to stop, you just have to say . Also, to avoid any
unpleasant surprises, I wont use any items that increase my intelligence .

Jorhorn bit his lips to the point where he started to bleed . Despite that, he
didnt attack Leon; he only grabbed his old spear and readied himself . While

Leon was putting the rings that increased his recovery, he couldnt help but
frown while looking at him… there was a limit of how someone could be so
unreasonable . Almost every single one of his actions or words annoyed Leon,



and he does that intentionally, but he always got incredibly mad at the rare
occasions Leon did the same .

Regardless, despite being a hundred years old, Jorhorn was the type who
would self-destruct thanks to his short-temper and anger . Although that
would cause some problems for Leon, he already had some plans of what to
do in case the harvesters fail . Although it wasnt that practical, he could use
containers to store mana liquid, and then he would be able to find the spirit of
thunder . After obtaining that power upgrade, he would keep strengthening
himself until he can Transfer himself back to Earth or find some other tome
that may help him .

Anyway, without wasting much time, Leon shot several Spinning Earth
Arrows toward Jorhorns spear, he didnt even have to move his arms to block
the projectiles . The speed also paled in comparison to the attack of the
angels . However, every arrow made a thunderous noise when it hit Jorhorns

spear . Not only that, but it also made him tremble from head to toe, even
though he didnt change his stance . Little by little, he was also being pushed
backward .

Congratulations! The skill Earth Spinning Arrow has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .
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You obtained 01 status points .

. . .

Hehehe, now we are talking…

It was really useful to have powerful allies that could help Leon . Thanks to
their existence, Leon could level up the spell he learned a few days ago, like
crazy . The earth shards were hitting against Jorhorns body and even leaving
some scratches… even though he was supposed to have a strong resistance
against earth magic .

Mmm… using Multi-Conjuration would make this skill level up faster, but I
dont have that much mana and recovery to keep using like that without
relying on potions… wait a minute…

Leon knew that even without using Multi-Conjuration, he would run out of
mana soon . However, instead of worrying about something like that . He had
another interesting idea… and couldnt help but smile while imagining it .

Novel Chapter 318

Chapter 318: 318

Instead of automatically casting Spinning Earth Arrow, Leon decided to
create the projects one after the other manually . His attack speed decreased,
but eventually, he was focused enough and managed to attack at the same
pace while he was doing that automatically . And when he finally surpassed
that speed where he could create a projectile in 0 . 2 seconds…



Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Fast Conjuration .

You obtained 01 status points .

Leon smiled widely while looking at his new skill, which not only would
increase the speed of his attacks, but it was also a passive skill . He would
increase the speed of his attacks without having to spend more mana!

"Hehe, this will be very useful… while I can cast multiple spells while using

Multi-Conjuration, I can't make them hit the same spot . But things change
with Fast Conjuration . "

That being said, that skill only increased his cast speed by one percent, so
Leon would have to level up that skill to level one hundred in order to double
his attack speed, attacking instead of five, ten times per second .

Congratulations! The skill Fast Conjuration has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Fast Conjuration has leveled up .
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. . .

The moment Leon learned the spell, those notifications started to appear at a
fearsome speed . It was evident because the most powerful the target was, the
faster the skill leveled up . Unfortunately, Leon had to stop because he ran out
of mana .

"Thanks for the help," Leon smiled, satisfied . "Let's take a break because I
used almost all my mana . "

"… Maybe you should practice a less noisy spell," Alurelle said .

"I wanted to practice underwater because of that…" Leon sighed . "Besides,
even though I'm making noise, Ismenria is watching our surroundings .
Didn't you say that she was suited for that job because she had good eyes as
an archer?"

"Well… even so…" Alurelle said, nervously .

"… Fine," Leon sighed .

It was annoying, but since he wasn't working alone, Leon had to
compromise . Although his attacks were less powerful since he wasn't alone
all thanks to Lion's Pride, he still was powerful enough to make even Jorhorn



be pushed back on his ordinary form . Since Mana Bullet probably wouldn't
be effective against angels, Leon decided to learn a new earth spell . It wasn't
that powerful, but it could be used to surprise the opponents since the
projectile was quite small .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Earth Needle .

Cost: 03 mana

You obtained 01 status points .
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"Satisfied?" Leon asked .

"Yes… you can continue," Alurelle smiled wryly .

"Good grief…" Leon sighed .

Since Leon did almost everything by himself over the last six years, having to
compromise was indeed annoying . He knew that it was necessary since

monsters had dominated the world, and his group only have eight people, but
still…

Congratulations! The skill Earth Needle has leveled up .
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Although those status points will be useful in the future, the fact that Leon
wouldn't be able to kill angels with Earth Needle was annoying . Still, he
didn't have much choice but to keep training small spells like that, because
accordingly with Leon's calculations, his spells were leveling up four times
faster while he was using them against Jorhorn .

"I can't wait to obtain Volt's powers… even small spells will be useful since

they can electrocute my enemies . "

Still, eventually, Jorhorn got tired of being Leon's target practice, and no one
else felt like helping Leon . Their excuse was that they needed to conserve
their strength for their future operations .



"So, it is going to be like that…"

In the end, Leon was already expecting something like that . However, even
if it was slower leveling up his skills against the monsters in the sea, it didn't
really matter, because alone, he could level up Lion's Pride . The next time
Leon decided to train on the ocean, Jorhorn tried to stop him, but this time
Leon paid him no mind and used Transfer . He immediately appeared
underwater, and even though several monsters came to attack him, he
survived because no mermaid was nearby . It didn't take long for a pair of
merpeople to appear, though .

Mermaid

Health: 5000/5000

Mana: 10000/10000

Stamina: 10000/10000

Active Skills: Enthralling Aura Lv 310, Water Cannon Lv 300

Passive Skills: Underwater Resistance Lv 330, Water Creation Lv 350,
Swim Lv 320

Merman

Health: 10000/10000



Mana: 8000/8000

Stamina: 11000/11000

Active Skills: Enthralling Aura Lv 310, Water Cannon Lv 300

Passive Skills: Underwater Resistance Lv 340, Water Creation Lv 330,
Swim Lv 310

Leon used Appraisal before he could feel the effects of Enthralling Aura . He
didn't know if that would work, but he wounded his arm a little hoping that

the pain would decrease the mermaid illusionary powers . It did, but it was
barely noticeable .

In a hurry, Leon used Gravity and Telekinesis to slow down both of them

while his spears approached . Still, despite that, they could swim faster than

Leon's spears could move underwater .

"Time to change tactics…"

Leon grabbed the mithril spear of the devourers and readied himself to use
Transfer and stab those monsters by appearing in front of them . However,
before Leon could try that, two Ice Meteors fell on the ocean and smashed the
creatures . When Leon left the sea, he saw Jertien flying above him .

"All right, boy…" Jertien sighed . "You won, I will practice with you . "



Instead of automatically casting Spinning Earth Arrow, Leon decided to
create the projects one after the other manually . His attack speed decreased,
but eventually, he was focused enough and managed to attack at the same
pace while he was doing that automatically . And when he finally surpassed
that speed where he could create a projectile in 0 . 2 seconds…

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Fast Conjuration .
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Leon smiled widely while looking at his new skill, which not only would
increase the speed of his attacks, but it was also a passive skill . He would
increase the speed of his attacks without having to spend more mana!

Hehe, this will be very useful… while I can cast multiple spells while using

Multi-Conjuration, I cant make them hit the same spot . But things change
with Fast Conjuration .

That being said, that skill only increased his cast speed by one percent, so
Leon would have to level up that skill to level one hundred in order to double
his attack speed, attacking instead of five, ten times per second .

Congratulations! The skill Fast Conjuration has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .
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The moment Leon learned the spell, those notifications started to appear at a
fearsome speed . It was evident because the most powerful the target was, the
faster the skill leveled up . Unfortunately, Leon had to stop because he ran out
of mana .

Thanks for the help, Leon smiled, satisfied . Lets take a break because I used
almost all my mana .

… Maybe you should practice a less noisy spell, Alurelle said .

I wanted to practice underwater because of that… Leon sighed . Besides, even
though Im making noise, Ismenria is watching our surroundings . Didnt you
say that she was suited for that job because she had good eyes as an archer?

Well… even so… Alurelle said, nervously .

… Fine, Leon sighed .

It was annoying, but since he wasnt working alone, Leon had to
compromise . Although his attacks were less powerful since he wasnt alone



all thanks to Lions Pride, he still was powerful enough to make even Jorhorn
be pushed back on his ordinary form . Since Mana Bullet probably wouldnt be
effective against angels, Leon decided to learn a new earth spell . It wasnt that
powerful, but it could be used to surprise the opponents since the projectile
was quite small .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Earth Needle .

Cost: 03 mana

You obtained 01 status points .

Satisfied? Leon asked .

Yes… you can continue, Alurelle smiled wryly .

Good grief… Leon sighed .

Since Leon did almost everything by himself over the last six years, having to
compromise was indeed annoying . He knew that it was necessary since

monsters had dominated the world, and his group only have eight people, but
still…
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Although those status points will be useful in the future, the fact that Leon
wouldnt be able to kill angels with Earth Needle was annoying . Still, he didnt
have much choice but to keep training small spells like that, because
accordingly with Leons calculations, his spells were leveling up four times
faster while he was using them against Jorhorn .

I cant wait to obtain Volts powers… even small spells will be useful since
they can electrocute my enemies .

Still, eventually, Jorhorn got tired of being Leons target practice, and no one
else felt like helping Leon . Their excuse was that they needed to conserve
their strength for their future operations .

So, it is going to be like that…

In the end, Leon was already expecting something like that . However, even
if it was slower leveling up his skills against the monsters in the sea, it didnt
really matter, because alone, he could level up Lions Pride . The next time
Leon decided to train on the ocean, Jorhorn tried to stop him, but this time
Leon paid him no mind and used Transfer . He immediately appeared
underwater, and even though several monsters came to attack him, he



survived because no mermaid was nearby . It didnt take long for a pair of
merpeople to appear, though .

Mermaid

Health: 5000/5000

Mana: 10000/10000

Stamina: 10000/10000

Active Skills: Enthralling Aura Lv 310, Water Cannon Lv 300

Passive Skills: Underwater Resistance Lv 330, Water Creation Lv 350,
Swim Lv 320

Merman

Health: 10000/10000

Mana: 8000/8000

Stamina: 11000/11000

Active Skills: Enthralling Aura Lv 310, Water Cannon Lv 300



Passive Skills: Underwater Resistance Lv 340, Water Creation Lv 330,
Swim Lv 310

Leon used Appraisal before he could feel the effects of Enthralling Aura . He
didnt know if that would work, but he wounded his arm a little hoping that the

pain would decrease the mermaid illusionary powers . It did, but it was barely
noticeable .

In a hurry, Leon used Gravity and Telekinesis to slow down both of them

while his spears approached . Still, despite that, they could swim faster than

Leons spears could move underwater .

Time to change tactics…

Leon grabbed the mithril spear of the devourers and readied himself to use
Transfer and stab those monsters by appearing in front of them . However,
before Leon could try that, two Ice Meteors fell on the ocean and smashed the
creatures . When Leon left the sea, he saw Jertien flying above him .

All right, boy… Jertien sighed . You won, I will practice with you .

Novel Chapter 319
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Leon wondered what Jertien was planning, but it looked he didn't have
anything in mind since Jorhorn was always making unpleasant expressions
while looking at them . In any case, it looked like Jorhorn didn't like the



reason behind Leon's actions since he started to hunt for the angels more
frequently .

Congratulations! The skill Earth Needle has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Fast Conjuration has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Geomancy has leveled up .
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Congratulations! The skill Pyromancy has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .

After hunting angels quite frequently for two weeks, Leon helped them, and
at the same time, he leveled up his skills . However, it looked he would have



to stop that because Jorhorn was planning to attack the base of the angels on
that continent . Much to their surprise, they had one, and after looking around
for a while, they found where it was… it was in front of the chimeras

dungeon .
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"Our plan is simple," Jorhorn said after he declared the attack . "Kill every
single angel that is nearby that dungeon . This time we can go all out because
we can't risk letting any of them live and report about our presence to that

guy . "

Leon was tired of hearing about that guy without knowing his name, it was
evident that he was the boss of the dungeons on that world, but until now,
Jorhorn or any other didn't tell Leon about his abilities .

"How strong is 'that guy'?" Leon asked .

"… The army of angels has six leaders, and they are more or less two or three
times stronger than the average angel in terms of health, mana, and stamina,"
Alurelle explained . "However, the problem is their skills and battle

experience . You saw that the ordinary dungeons attack us without thinking

all that much . However, those six don't make any mistakes, and they use all
their abilities from the very beginning… They can become spheres of light,
and by activating that, we can't even accompany them with our eyes… they

are so fast and deadly that we are only alive thanks to a stupid amount of
luck . "



"So, it is a spell similar to the one Donan uses," Leon said .
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"Yes, but much more effective," Alurelle nodded . "Donan doesn't have the
body to withstand that skill for a long time, so the level of his Dark Aura is
probably low . We can react to Donan's attacks, but not to those six… if we

want to succeed, we have to take them down one at a time . If we try to face
two of them, we will, without a doubt, fail . "

Leon wondered why his luck had to be so terrible… the enemy has six
generals, and all of them were much more dangerous than Donan . Since they
didn't fool around, it was impossible to catch them off guard . Leon's Mana
Armor would probably prevent him from instant death . However, for how
long?

It would be quite a sight to see those seven going all out, and Leon would
make sure to observe everything with his eyes wide open for many reasons .
Anyway, even before decisive battles, Leon didn't tend to rest . So, he just
practiced Gravity and Telekinesis on himself to increase their effectiveness .
His new spells would level up a lot using against the angels, but he would
have to hit them for that to happen, and for the time being, using spells like
those on such opponents was a waste of time and mana .

Although it was a bit hard to travel at night, Leon and the others didn't have
difficulties while flying and killing the angels they found along the way . It
was quite easy to find them, after all . One just had to follow the trail of



destruction and fire, the more recent the trail, the easier it would be to find
one .

"I guess light magic is really a combination of all four basic elements… but to

make them combine like this, it looks like I will have to reach a terrific level
in creating all basic types of elemental magic . "

Leon concluded that after seeing a perfect hole on the ground, even though it
was minimal, he could see signs of earth and water magic in those holes . The
extremity of the places that got hit by Arrow of Light of similar projectiles
was a little wet, and at the same time, there was a sign that something that had
mass, splattered the dirt that didn't melt . Since the burning smell was intense,
it was evident that fire was part of that kind of attack . As for wind… Leon

didn't identify any signs of wind magic on those attacks, but there was no
reason to believe that it wasn't part of the combination .

Leon couldn't help but frown while looking at the 'camp' of the angels .
There were no patrols, no barracks, tents… nothing . They were only sleeping
on the ground without caring for the cold of the night and the rough feeling of
the ground on their bodies . Some angels were guarding the dungeon and
waiting expectantly for some chimeras to appear, but there was no sign of
them . There was a bonfire in the middle of their 'camp,' but only that…

"I can't help but wonder what their end goal is…" Leon frowned . "They want
to kill all monsters, but then what? Why they don't even think of building a
society here?"

"It doesn't matter," Ivolaer smiled excitedly . "They will die, so it doesn't
matter . "



"That would be the case if they are the only ones who are still… but it isn't,"
Genelosa sighed . "The only way to discover that would be by talking with
their leaders, but even though they are not vicious, they aren't talkative either,
when they see someone who doesn't have wings on their backs . "

Leon wondered what Jertien was planning, but it looked he didnt have
anything in mind since Jorhorn was always making unpleasant expressions
while looking at them . In any case, it looked like Jorhorn didnt like the
reason behind Leons actions since he started to hunt for the angels more
frequently .

Congratulations! The skill Earth Needle has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Fast Conjuration has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Geomancy has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Pyromancy has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .



After hunting angels quite frequently for two weeks, Leon helped them, and
at the same time, he leveled up his skills . However, it looked he would have
to stop that because Jorhorn was planning to attack the base of the angels on
that continent . Much to their surprise, they had one, and after looking around
for a while, they found where it was… it was in front of the chimeras

dungeon .

Our plan is simple, Jorhorn said after he declared the attack . Kill every single
angel that is nearby that dungeon . This time we can go all out because we
cant risk letting any of them live and report about our presence to that guy .

Leon was tired of hearing about that guy without knowing his name, it was
evident that he was the boss of the dungeons on that world, but until now,
Jorhorn or any other didnt tell Leon about his abilities .

How strong is that guy? Leon asked .

… The army of angels has six leaders, and they are more or less two or three
times stronger than the average angel in terms of health, mana, and stamina,
Alurelle explained . However, the problem is their skills and battle

experience . You saw that the ordinary dungeons attack us without thinking

all that much . However, those six dont make any mistakes, and they use all
their abilities from the very beginning… They can become spheres of light,
and by activating that, we cant even accompany them with our eyes… they

are so fast and deadly that we are only alive thanks to a stupid amount of
luck .

So, it is a spell similar to the one Donan uses, Leon said .



Yes, but much more effective, Alurelle nodded . Donan doesnt have the body
to withstand that skill for a long time, so the level of his Dark Aura is
probably low . We can react to Donans attacks, but not to those six… if we

want to succeed, we have to take them down one at a time . If we try to face
two of them, we will, without a doubt, fail .

Leon wondered why his luck had to be so terrible… the enemy has six
generals, and all of them were much more dangerous than Donan . Since they
didnt fool around, it was impossible to catch them off guard . Leons Mana

Armor would probably prevent him from instant death . However, for how
long?

It would be quite a sight to see those seven going all out, and Leon would
make sure to observe everything with his eyes wide open for many reasons .
Anyway, even before decisive battles, Leon didnt tend to rest . So, he just
practiced Gravity and Telekinesis on himself to increase their effectiveness .
His new spells would level up a lot using against the angels, but he would
have to hit them for that to happen, and for the time being, using spells like
those on such opponents was a waste of time and mana .

Although it was a bit hard to travel at night, Leon and the others didnt have
difficulties while flying and killing the angels they found along the way . It
was quite easy to find them, after all . One just had to follow the trail of

destruction and fire, the more recent the trail, the easier it would be to find
one .

I guess light magic is really a combination of all four basic elements… but to
make them combine like this, it looks like I will have to reach a terrific level
in creating all basic types of elemental magic .



Leon concluded that after seeing a perfect hole on the ground, even though it
was minimal, he could see signs of earth and water magic in those holes . The
extremity of the places that got hit by Arrow of Light of similar projectiles
was a little wet, and at the same time, there was a sign that something that had
mass, splattered the dirt that didnt melt . Since the burning smell was intense,
it was evident that fire was part of that kind of attack . As for wind… Leon

didnt identify any signs of wind magic on those attacks, but there was no
reason to believe that it wasnt part of the combination .

Leon couldnt help but frown while looking at the camp of the angels . There
were no patrols, no barracks, tents… nothing . They were only sleeping on
the ground without caring for the cold of the night and the rough feeling of
the ground on their bodies . Some angels were guarding the dungeon and
waiting expectantly for some chimeras to appear, but there was no sign of
them . There was a bonfire in the middle of their camp, but only that…

I cant help but wonder what their end goal is… Leon frowned . They want to
kill all monsters, but then what? Why they dont even think of building a

society here?

It doesnt matter, Ivolaer smiled excitedly . They will die, so it doesnt matter .

That would be the case if they are the only ones who are still… but it isnt,
Genelosa sighed . The only way to discover that would be by talking with
their leaders, but even though they are not vicious, they arent talkative either,
when they see someone who doesnt have wings on their backs .
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After those seven positioned themselves around the dungeon, Leon started to
fly above where the battle would happen . He was two hundred meters above
the dungeon, and his job would be too oversee the entire battle and make sure
that no angel would escape… even though the possibility of them running
away at their own volition was pretty low .

"At this distance, the effects of Gravity and Telekinesis will be weak… but it

should be fine since they are going all out . "

The first one to attack had been Inglar . His job was to increase visibility and
give the angels one hell of a surprise . Inglar jumped toward the dungeon, and
then he fell, he pierced his sword on the ground, a tsunami of fire went to all
directions . Not a single angel escaped from his attack, but the damage they
suffered wasn't that impressive . However, all the trees nearby got burn to a
crisp .

It wasn't his style to start with ranged attacks, but Ivolaer raised his sword
and made lightning bolts fall around the dungeon, and not a single of them
fell nearby Inglar . At the same time, Jertien made it fall his ten meters long
meteor on the angels that were being electrocuted, and those who escaped
those three areas of effect attacks got hit by a rain of magic arrows, Ismenria
created .

"Now!" Jorhorn shouted .

Everyone with the sole exception of Leon and Ismenria jumped and landed
near the dungeon . Leon hoped to see a battle, but in reality, what happened
was a carnage . The angels, after getting hit by three massive areas of effect



attacks, didn't even have time to recover and got smashed like ants and
pierced like pigs . In less than a minute, five hundred were killed .

"As expected, their power is crazy… I probably can't endure their attacks on
their giant form, but the same probably won't happen in their smaller size . "

Leon also could survive the sea of fire Inglar could create, but the same things
didn't apply to Jertien's Ice Meteors and Ivolaer's Lightning Bolts . He could
use Transfer to escape, but the window to notice the attack and escape as

small .

Regardless, after the battle, it was time to look for items . For some reason,
the weapons of the angels disappear when they die . Even when Leon tried to
keep one alive to keep its weapon, his hands got burned when he touched…
as if it was an item that belonged only to the angels…

Over the course of the last three weeks, Leon and others found some tomes,
but nothing very impressive . In fact, even though the tomes gave powerful
spells, Leon already knew them . Fire Lance, Lighting, Ice Lance were of
those who appeared . Since everyone worked more or less with the operation,
the tome would go to the one who finds it first . Usually, Ismenria would be
the one to see since she had good eyes, but Leon had the advantage since he
was flying above the battlefield and found the only one that
appeared .(function() { googletag.display('div-gpt-ad-InStory-1'); });

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Acid Sphere .

Cooldown time: 05 seconds .



You obtained 01 status points .

"Acid Sphere?" Leon murmured while he was frowning .(function()
{ googletag.display('div-gpt-ad-InStory-3'); });

Learn such a spell Leon never thought of creating was excellent and all, but
the cooldown time was annoying . Still, Leon was a bit interested in how one

could create acid using mana . Most likely, it was a combination of three
elements instead of two . Which elements? Leon had no idea… the things he

learned at his chemistry classes had been long gone forgotten .

"Well, it is a free spell… I won't be able to level up like the others, but it may
come in handy . "

It was the third spell Leon learned by using a tome, it wasn't weak like Freeze
Lance, but it wasn't incredibly powerful like Summon Zombie, so Leon was
sure that it wasn't a trap or something like that… possibly .

Although they were sentient beings but acted a little bit like mindless
monsters, Leon hesitated in testing that spell on the corpses of the angels . He
felt like it was disrespectful… even though he was a man who sealed the
spirits of monsters in items . In the end, Leon decided to test on a random
rock that didn't melt after getting hit by Inglar's attack, even though it was
possibly powerful, it was only a level one skill . It wouldn't damage the
bodies of angels that had high-level resistances .

"Mmm… it isn't half bad . "



Leon shot the Acid Sphere, and it melted a part of a rock and created a hole
that it had the size of the Acid Sphere, which was the size of a human head .
It would be useful against monsters that had high-defense, noticing the
potential, Leon had an idea . Even though he had to wait five seconds to cast
another Acid Sphere, if he wanted, using Multi-Conjuration, he could cast
nine of those and level it up much faster… if he has a powerful target .

"I guess I will test it on the chimeras . "

Leon reunited with the others and frowned when he saw Inglar and Ivolaer
stepping on the bodies of the angels . Leon already expected that, but it
looked like Inglar was quite vicious as well . It couldn't be helped; they lost
their planets to those creatures and probably saw several of their friends and
relatives being killed by them, after all .

"What is the plan now, brother?" Alurelle asked .

"We will use this place as a temporary base," Jorhorn declared . "Hunting
chimeras should help us somewhat, and we will also need to store potions and
anything useful that we may found on the dungeon shop . "

Leon opened his eyes widely; he had forgotten about checking the dungeon
shops of that world . Still, he wondered if he would find something useful for
him . Leon had almost had one hundred million coins… he certainly was

bound to find something, right?

After those seven positioned themselves around the dungeon, Leon started to
fly above where the battle would happen . He was two hundred meters above
the dungeon, and his job would be too oversee the entire battle and make sure



that no angel would escape… even though the possibility of them running
away at their own volition was pretty low .

At this distance, the effects of Gravity and Telekinesis will be weak… but it

should be fine since they are going all out .

The first one to attack had been Inglar . His job was to increase visibility and
give the angels one hell of a surprise . Inglar jumped toward the dungeon, and
then he fell, he pierced his sword on the ground, a tsunami of fire went to all
directions . Not a single angel escaped from his attack, but the damage they
suffered wasnt that impressive . However, all the trees nearby got burn to a
crisp .

It wasnt his style to start with ranged attacks, but Ivolaer raised his sword and
made lightning bolts fall around the dungeon, and not a single of them fell

nearby Inglar . At the same time, Jertien made it fall his ten meters long
meteor on the angels that were being electrocuted, and those who escaped
those three areas of effect attacks got hit by a rain of magic arrows, Ismenria
created .

Now! Jorhorn shouted .

Everyone with the sole exception of Leon and Ismenria jumped and landed
near the dungeon . Leon hoped to see a battle, but in reality, what happened
was a carnage . The angels, after getting hit by three massive areas of effect
attacks, didnt even have time to recover and got smashed like ants and pierced
like pigs . In less than a minute, five hundred were killed .

As expected, their power is crazy… I probably cant endure their attacks on

their giant form, but the same probably wont happen in their smaller size .



Leon also could survive the sea of fire Inglar could create, but the same things
didnt apply to Jertiens Ice Meteors and Ivolaers Lightning Bolts . He could
use Transfer to escape, but the window to notice the attack and escape as

small .

Regardless, after the battle, it was time to look for items . For some reason,
the weapons of the angels disappear when they die . Even when Leon tried to
keep one alive to keep its weapon, his hands got burned when he touched…
as if it was an item that belonged only to the angels…

Over the course of the last three weeks, Leon and others found some tomes,
but nothing very impressive . In fact, even though the tomes gave powerful
spells, Leon already knew them . Fire Lance, Lighting, Ice Lance were of
those who appeared . Since everyone worked more or less with the operation,
the tome would go to the one who finds it first . Usually, Ismenria would be
the one to see since she had good eyes, but Leon had the advantage since he
was flying above the battlefield and found the only one that appeared .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Acid Sphere .

Cooldown time: 05 seconds .

You obtained 01 status points .

Acid Sphere? Leon murmured while he was frowning .

Learn such a spell Leon never thought of creating was excellent and all, but
the cooldown time was annoying . Still, Leon was a bit interested in how one

could create acid using mana . Most likely, it was a combination of three



elements instead of two . Which elements? Leon had no idea… the things he

learned at his chemistry classes had been long gone forgotten .

Well, it is a free spell… I wont be able to level up like the others, but it may
come in handy .

It was the third spell Leon learned by using a tome, it wasnt weak like Freeze
Lance, but it wasnt incredibly powerful like Summon Zombie, so Leon was
sure that it wasnt a trap or something like that… possibly .

Although they were sentient beings but acted a little bit like mindless
monsters, Leon hesitated in testing that spell on the corpses of the angels . He
felt like it was disrespectful… even though he was a man who sealed the
spirits of monsters in items . In the end, Leon decided to test on a random
rock that didnt melt after getting hit by Inglars attack, even though it was
possibly powerful, it was only a level one skill . It wouldnt damage the bodies
of angels that had high-level resistances .

Mmm… it isnt half bad .

Leon shot the Acid Sphere, and it melted a part of a rock and created a hole
that it had the size of the Acid Sphere, which was the size of a human head .
It would be useful against monsters that had high-defense, noticing the
potential, Leon had an idea . Even though he had to wait five seconds to cast
another Acid Sphere, if he wanted, using Multi-Conjuration, he could cast
nine of those and level it up much faster… if he has a powerful target .

I guess I will test it on the chimeras .



Leon reunited with the others and frowned when he saw Inglar and Ivolaer
stepping on the bodies of the angels . Leon already expected that, but it
looked like Inglar was quite vicious as well . It couldnt be helped; they lost
their planets to those creatures and probably saw several of their friends and
relatives being killed by them, after all .

What is the plan now, brother? Alurelle asked .

We will use this place as a temporary base, Jorhorn declared . Hunting
chimeras should help us somewhat, and we will also need to store potions and
anything useful that we may found on the dungeon shop .

Leon opened his eyes widely; he had forgotten about checking the dungeon
shops of that world . Still, he wondered if he would find something useful for
him . Leon had almost had one hundred million coins… he certainly was

bound to find something, right?
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